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List Y: Recent Acquisitions
Antiquates Ltd, The Conifers, Valley Road, Corfe Castle, Dorset, BH20 5HU. United Kingdom
Tel: 07921 151496

Email: sales@antiquates.co.uk

Web: www.antiquates.co.uk

DUBLIN PRNTED
1) A FIELD OFFICER. Strictures on the army Interspersed
with Interesting Anecdotes and Illustrative Facts.
Dublin. Printed for the Author by W. Figgis, 1809. First edition.
8vo. [4], vi, 94pp. Original publisher's blue paper boards, title in
manuscript to spine. Light soiling, spine rubbed with some loss, joints
cracked with upper board working loose. Occasional light foxing and
damp-staining, slight marginal loss to leaf C.
A rare treatise from an anonymous source on suggestions for
improvements to be made regarding conduct and correct procedure
within the British Army. The first part comprises proposals of reforms
to the Light Dragoons which include: the abolition of the carabine,
the substitution of the pistol with a bayonet, the introduction of the
blunderbuss, and the revision of drills. The second part concerns
infantry guardsmen and riflemen, their composition and discipline.
COPAC records only two copies worldwide; BL and Cambridge.
OCLC adds NLI, NYPL, and the Canadian War Museum.
£ 350
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2)

ASHBRIDGE, Elizabeth. Some account of the early part of the life of Elizabeth
Ashbridge, who died, in the truth's service, at the house of Robert Lecky, in the county
of Carlow, Ireland, the 16th of 9th month, 1775. Written by herself.
Liverpool. Printed by James Smith, 1806. First Liverpool edition.
8vo in 4s. [5], 8-70pp. Lacking half-title. Disbound. Occasional light foxing, spot of
heavy soiling to gutter margin of final eight leaves.
The remarkable account of the life of New England Quaker minister, Elizabeth
Ashbridge (1713-1755). In 1732 Ashbridge sailed from her home in Ireland for New
York as an indentured servant, owned first by a female member of the slave trade, and
later the ship's captain. After three of the four years service required to pay her passage
to the colonies Ashbridge bought her freedom. She would, following an abusive
marriage and an extended period of teaching, come to settle in Pennsylvania and
convert from the Anglican church she was so increasingly disenchanted with to the
Society of Friends. Her newly discovered faith provided a comfort from the many
hardships endured, and her subsequent work as a clergywoman a suitable conclusion to
a long spiritual journey.
£ 125

JOSEPH MENDHAM’S COPY
3) ATHENAGORAS. [Greek title]. S. Patris athenagorae Philosophi Atheniensis
opera, Ad Mss. sidem recognita.
Oxonii, [i.e. Oxford]. E. Theatro Sheldoniano, 1682.
12mo. [4], 281pp, [3]. Contemporary panelled calf, gilt, recently rebacked and recornered
with remnants of contemporary spine laid-on. Heavy rubbing to extremities, with
substantial surface loss. Light damp-staining to bottom corners of all leaves, occasional
ink underlining to text, repair with paper tab to tear at margin of I5 - touching text but
with no loss of sense. From the library of Church of England clergyman and religious
controversialist Joseph Mendham (1769-1856), with his ink inscription to recto of FFEP.
A Latin appraisal of the original Greek text of the spiritual writings of Ante-Nicene
Christian apologist and Church Father, Athenagoras of Athens (c.133-c.190).
£ 200

4)

BAKER, S[amuel] W[hite]. The rifle and the hound in ceylon.
London. Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts, 1857. Second edition.
8vo. xi, [1], 293pp, [3] ads. With a woodcut frontispiece, three plates, and nine
illustrations in the text. Original publisher's blind-stamped cloth, lettered in gilt. Slight
rubbing to extremities, bumping to head and foot of spine. Bookplate of W. H. Smith &
Son's subscription library to FEP, loss to top corner of half-title.
An account of the hunting expeditions in British Ceylon of explorer Samuel White
Baker (1821-1893). Throughout several safaris spent deer coursing, and elephant- and
elk-hunting Baker experiments with improved rifles, new methods for stalking, and
refined ballistic techniques in both jungle and open country.
£ 175
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NEWRY PRINTED BARDIC TALE
5)

BENSON, Richard. Morni; an Irish bardic story, in three cantos: and the pilgrim of
carmel; an eastern tale, in one canto.
Dublin. Printed for Gilbert and Hodges, 1815. First edition.
8vo. 208pp, [iii]-xi, [1]. With half-title and five terminal advertisement leaves. Uncut in
original publisher's two-tone boards, paper lettering-piece. Rubbed, with some chipping
and creasing to extremities, tears to fore-edge of boards
A rare unsophisticated copy of this Newry printed work which is largely occupied by the
title Bardic tale.
Jackson p. 395. Johnson 67.
£ 500

6)

[BERINGTON, Simon]. The Adventures of Sig. Gaudentio Di Lucca. Being the substance of his examination before the fathers of
the inquisition At Bologna in Italy: Giving an Account of an unknown country in the Midst of the Deserts of Africa, the Origin and
Antiquity of the People, their Religion, Customs, and Laws. Copied from the Original Manuscript in St. Mark's Library at Venice;
with critical Notes of the Learned Signor Rhedi. To which is prefixed, A Letter of the Secretary of the Inquisition, shewing the
Reasons of Sig. Gaudentio's being apprehended, and the Manner of it. Translated from the Italian.
Glasgow. Printed by James Knox, 1765.
12mo. viii, [9], 10-254pp, [1]. With a terminal advertisement leaf. Contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red morocco letteringpiece, gilt. Some rubbing to extremities, slight loss to head of spine. Leaves toned, sporadic foxing, loss to bottom corner of D with
some loss to text though no loss of sense.
Despite claiming to be translated from the Italian the present work was actually composed in English, attributed to Simon Berington
(1680-1755), and first published as Memoirs of Sig. Gaudentio di Lucca in 1737. Berington's fictional tale imagines the blessed land of
Mezzorania in uncharted Africa and recounts the residency of protagonist di Lucca within the city of Phor - the structure of which is
presumably informed by the utopian 'Civitas Solis' of Tommaso Campanella.
ESTC T153150.
£ 100
7) BERNAYS, A[dolphus]. German prose anthology with
grammatical and explanatory notes.
London. Treuttel & Wurtz, Treuttel Jun., & Richter, 1831. First edition.
xiv, 337pp, [1].
[Bound uniformly with;] BERNAYS, A[dolphus]. German poetical anthology
preceded by a concise history of German poetry, and short notices of the
authors selected. London, Treuttel and Co. et al., 1831, Second edition. lvi, [1], 4370pp.
12mo. Contemporary half-morocco, marbled boards, gilt. Rubbed with some
surface loss. First work without blank FFEP, loss to head of title of second
work, both volumes foxed throughout.
COPAC records only two copies of the first work, OCLC adds no further.
£ 125
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8)

[BOISGUILBERT, Pierre le Pesant de]. Le detail de la France, sous le regne present. Augmente en cette mouvelle Edition de
plusieurs Memoires & Traitez, sur la meme matiere.
[s.l.]. [s.n.], 1707. New edition.
12mo. In two parts. [2], 294; [4], 302, 12pp. Contemporary calf, contrasting morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Extremities heavily rubbed,
with loss to head and foot of spine and board edges. Blank paper strips affixed over earlier bookplates to FEP and verso of FFEP,
foxing throughout, slight loss to margin of Aa, short tear to margin of Vii, ink annotation and inscription to title of 'De Caradeuc de
la Chalotais avocat General de Bretagne 1733'.
First having appeared in 1695, Le detail de la France, a treatise by French law-maker Pierre le Pesant de Boisguilbert (1646-1714)
concerns the general financial ruin of all classes by a perceived poor economic regime. Boisguilbert held, in contrast to the
mercantilist views of then finance minster Jean-Baptiste Colbert, that the wealth of a nation is comprised not of the contents of her
treasury but rather in what is produced and exchanged. A suggested remedy for the agricultural depression of the day being not so
much a reduction as an equalisation of taxes, which would allow the poor to consume more thus raising production, and ultimately
wealth. Boisguilbert's policies have resulted in his being heralded as a pioneer of the modern economic market.
£ 250
9) [BOLTON, Robert]. Letters to a Young Nobleman.
Dublin. Printed for G. and A. Ewing, and J. Exshaw, 1763. First Irish edition.
12mo. [4], 230pp, [6] ads. Contemporary calf, morocco lettering-piece. Joints
cracked, upper board held by cords. Lower corners of first four leaves lightly
frayed, occasional spots of foxing.
Often attributed to one Robert Bolton, this collection of eight letters first appeared
in London in 1762. The first three essays concern history, the next biography,
followed by three on contemporary matters of taste, and, finally, one on the
reasons 'Why Poetry has flourished more in England then Sculpture and Painting'.

Though the London edition is well represented, ESTC locates only six copies of
this Irish printing worldwide (BL, Cambridge, NLI, Private Collection, St Patrick's,
UCLA).
ESTC T63765.

£ 125

UNRECORDED BONN BALL
10) [BONN]. The ball at bonn. 1849.
London. C. Mitchell, 1849. First edition.
12mo. 36pp. Original publisher's blind-tooled limp cloth, gilt, A.E.G..
Discolouration to extremities, crease to corner of upper cover. Text block has
separated from binding, ink inscription to head of title, occasional spots of foxing.
A poem describing a romance played out at a grand ball held in German city of
Bonn, then a part of the Kingdom of Prussia. Three further poems are contained
within; 'Odes of the Forest', 'The Dying Beggar Boy', and 'Song of the Slave'.
Unrecorded in the usual databases.
£ 200
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11) BUFFIER, P. [Claude]. Geographie universelle, exposee dans les diferentes metodes qui peuvent abreger l'etude & faciliter l'usage
de cette sience.
A Paris. Chez Pierre-Francois Giffart, 1739. Sixie'me edition.
12mo. [2], v-xxiv, 413pp, [3]. Without half-title. With 18 folding woodcut plates of maps. Contemporary speckled calf, contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece, spine richly gilt, marbled endpapers. Extremities a trifle rubbed with some spots of soiling. Internally clean
and crisp, unidentified bookplate to FEP.
A treatise on the topography of the chief nations and territories of the world by French philosopher Claude Buffier (1661-1737). Of
notable interest is the entry and accompanying map of North America showing California as an island separated via a strait from the
mainland, an error that would not be corrected until the expedition of Gaspar de Portola in 1769.
£ 150

12) [CATHOLICISM IN LANCASTER]. The Catholic Chapels, and Chaplains, with the number of their respective Congregations. In
the county of Lancaster, as taken at the end of 1819.
Liverpool. Printed by Taylor and Willmer, [1819]. First edition.
8vo. 7pp. Recent tan paper backed blue paper boards, printed paper lettering-piece to upper board. Extremities a trifle browned,
discolouration and surface marks to lettering piece. Foxing to blank endpapers.
A brief register of Catholic places of worship within Lancaster with their respective congregation totals. Within the West Derby
Hundred, Liverpool, for example, has a congregation of 18,000 served by six chaplains.
Rare, with COPAC recording only three copies; BL, Durham, and Liverpool. OCLC adds no further.
£ 125

PRESENTATION COPY
13) [COCKBURN, William]. An essay upon the Propitious and
Glorious Reign Of Our Gracious Sovereign Anne...To which
are subjoined the Characters of several Eminent Ministers of
State, and Renowned Generals and Officers of the Army;
with a brief Account of the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty, &c.
London. Printed for the Author, and Sold by G. Strachan, 1710. First
Edition.
8vo. [16], 82, [6], 89-141pp, [1]. 'Characters of several
ministers of state' has a separate titlepage, pagination and
register are continuous. Contemporary panelled calf,
contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, richly gilt, marbled
endpapers. Rubbing to spine with slight loss to head and foot,
joints cracked, scoring to lower board. Light marginal dampstaining to top corner of all leaves, occasional dust-soiling.
presentation copy, ink inscription to recto of FFEP, 'For The
Honourable Mr. Baron Scroope.'
Rare, with ESTC locating only two copies in the British Isles;
BL, NLS, and a further three in North America; Columbia,
Henry E. Huntington, Princeton.
ESTC T115103.
£ 350
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14) [COOK, Captain James]
ANECDOTE, Sir Andrew. A collection of
Interesting Biography. Containing, I. the life
of S. Johnson, LL. D. - Abridged, principally,
from Boswell's celebrated memoirs of the
doctor: II. the life of Mr. Elwes, - (Abridged)
- by Captain Topham: III. the life of Captain
Cook, - (Abridged) - by Dr. Kippis.
Dublin. Printed for P. Wogan et al., 1792. First
Dublin edition.
12mo. [4], 183, [1], 52, 72pp. With a half-title,
an engraved frontispiece, and two plates.
Contemporary calf, contrasting morocco
lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed, joints and spine
cracked, some surface loss, corners bumped.
Contemporary ink inscriptions to title and
REP, rear blank free endpaper absent,
occasional marginal annotations in ink,
sporadic foxing throughout.
Three lives of eighteenth century luminaries
abridged from their primary sources;
comprising lexicographer Samuel Johnson,
politician John Elwes, and explorer James
Cook.
ESTC T119085.
£ 200

15) [DAGGE, Henry]. Considerations on criminal law.
London. Printed for T. Cadell, 1772. First edition.
8vo. xxxii, 434pp. Pp. 15, 300, and 396 misnumbered 11, 00, and 963
respectively. With a half-title. Contemporary marbled boards rebacked
and recornered in recent calf, gilt. Boards rubbed and soiled. Ink spot to
p.269 touching two words of text with no loss of sense, browning to
blank endpapers, half-title, and terminal leaf of text, FFEP and half-title
nearly detached, armorial bookplate of 'Lord Walsingham' to FEP
alongside book label of 'P. R. Glazebrook'.
A critical treatise on the history, application, and merits of criminal law as
practised within England specifically and throughout the world more
generally; including less common aspects such as piracy, polygamy, and
high
treason.
Rare, with ESTC locating only eight copies worldwide (Bibliotheque
Nationale, BL, Columbia, Dublin, Harvard, House of Lords, Michigan,
Philadelphia.) A Dublin edition, also scarce, appeared the same year.
ESTC T81799.
£ 300
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16) [EAST INDIA COMPANY]. A catalogue of the damages for which the English Demand Reparation from the United-Netherlands.
As also a list of the damages, actions, and pretenses for which Those of the United-Netherlands demand Reparation and Satisfaction
from the English. Together with The Answer of the English, subjoyn'd to the Several and Respective Points of Their demands.
London. Printed for Henry Brome, 1664. First edition.
Quarto. [8], 75pp, [1]. Later half calf, marbled boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Extremities rubbed with slight loss
to head of spine, upper joint starting. Recent bookplate to FEP, foxed throughout, ink spot to gutter margin of A3, occasional
shaving to bottom margins affecting catch-words.
A register of the losses, primarily merchant vessels and their cargoes, sustained by the English and Netherlandish East India
Companies during the interim between the First and Second Anglo-Dutch Wars, fought over the control of trade routes and colonial
rights. Damages claimed by the English include the capture of over 30 ships, one a slaver, off the coasts of Africa, Portugal, and the
Americas; and the destruction via arson of a factory at Cape-Corse.
Wing C1371.
£ 350

COSSACKS!
17) [ETTY, Robert]. The cossack: A Poem, in three cantos. With notes.
London. Printed for Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy, 1815. First edition.
8vo. [4], 85pp, [1]. With half-title. Nineteenth-century marbled boards, recently
rebacked in calf, gilt, contrasting morocco lettering-piece. New endpapers. Edges
slightly rubbed, repaired tear to half-title. Ink inscription to head of title partially
erased.
The Cossack appeared in the years after Napoleon's abortive invasion of Russia
during which Cossack military traditions helped to ensure his defeat, and is
attributed by Halkett and Laing to Robert Etty. The explanatory notes on the three
cantos feature rather detailed explanations of Cossack culture and geography,
including a piece on the inundations of the Volga.

Jackson p.391.
£ 200

18) EVANS, Maurice. The aegis of England; or, the triumphs of the late war, as they appear in the Thanks of Parliament, progressively
voted to the navy and army; and the communications either oral or written on the subject. Chronologically arranged with notices
biographical and military.
London. Printed for The Author. Sold By Longman and Co. et al., [1817]. First edition.
8vo. xxx, [2], 608pp. With half-title. Contemporary blind-tooled half-calf, marbled boards, gilt, marbled edges. Slightly rubbed to
extremities, surface loss to top corner of lower board, spine sunned. Foxed throughout.
Subscriber's copy, from the library of Captain F. W. Rooke R. N., of a collection of short accounts of, and Parliamentary comments
on, the most significant battles of the Royal Navy and British Army. It commences with the 'Glorious First of June' 1794 Action of
Lord Howe and concludes with an account of the Marquis of Hastings actions in the Nepaulese War, thus including almost the entire
French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, and such far flung theatres of war as India. Included are the lives and glorious careers of
Naval heroes such as Lord Exmouth, Earl St. Vincent, Lord Duncan, Admirals Keppel and Keith, and no fewer than seven times,
Admiral Lord Nelson.
£ 375
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19) [FICTITIOUS IMPRINT]. The secret history of the most renown'd Q. Elizabeth, and Earl of Essex. By a person of quality.
Cologne [i.e. London]. Printed for Will with the Wisp, at the Sign of the Moon in the Ecilptick, 1761.
12mo. [4], 114pp. In two parts, each with a separate title and frontispiece. Contemporary red roan backed paper boards. Rubbed,
remnant of paper label to upper board. Leaves toned, paper label pasted in place of FEP with ink manuscript note 'This work sold for
2.6.s at Sir Winter Lake's Sale'.
First published in French in 1678 as Comte d'Essex histoire Angloise, with the first English edition appearing in 1680.
ESTC T67644.
£ 200

20) GIBBS, Frederick Waymouth. Recognition: a chapter from the history of the North American & South American States.
London. Printed by W. M'Dowall, 1863. Second edition.
8vo. [2], 46pp.
[Bound after:] The foreign enlistment act. London, William Ridgway, 1863. 74pp.
[And with:] Once a clergyman, always a clergyman. A letter to the Lord Bishop of London. London, William Ridgway, 1865. 78pp.
[And:] Extradition treaties. London, William Ridgway, 1868. 69pp.
Handsomely bound in contemporary half calf, marbled boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Extremities somewhat
rubbed to joints and corners. Internally clean and crisp. Armorial bookplate to FEP of Henry A. Bright with the motto Post Tenebras
Lucem. All four works are presentation copies, inscribed to Bright at the head of each title.
Four pamphlets collected by merchant and author Henry A. Bright (1830-1884) written by Frederick Waymouth Gibbs (18211898), lawyer, scholar and for six years tutor to Edward VII Prince of Wales.
£ 250
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LIVERPUDLIAN, LATER JAILED
21) GROCOTT, James. Jun.. Almedo, a poem.
Liverpool. Printed by J.G. Billinge, 1819. First edition.
8vo. vi, [2], 71pp, [1]. Contemporary diced calf, gilt. Rubbed and marked, with a little chipping to
head of spine. Some ink-staining/doodling to boards and text, without loss of sense.
Contemporary Ink inscription to blank fly-leaf, and a single manuscript correction to p.70.
A rare provincial poem, and apparently the first published work by James Grocott, Liverpudlian
of whom little is known other than his incarceration in Liverpool Gaol around 1820 - to which his
later poems frequently refer in rather aggrieved tones.
COPAC and OCLC locate not a single copy in the UK, and just two elsewhere (Delaware and UC
Davis).
Not in Jackson or Johnson.

£ 300

HAITI AND THE SLAVE REVOLT
22) [HAITI]. A glimpse of Hayti, and her negro chief.
Liverpool. Edward Howell, 1850. First edition.
8vo. vii, [1], 131pp. With a half-title and an engraved vignette to title. Original publisher's
green blind-stamped cloth, gilt lettering and device. Extremities rubbed and soiled, corners
bumped. Slight toning to leaf margins, sporadic foxing.
An uncommon account of the history of the island of Haiti from the landing of Christopher
Columbus in 1492, through the territories governance as a French colony under Louis XIV,
to the subsequent revolution of the Haitian slaves against Napoleon Bonaparte. The
anonymous author continues by giving account of the regions natural resources and primary
exports before providing a sketch of the republic's culture and the 'capabilities of the African
race'.
£ 350	
  
ABERDEEN 'PUBLIC' LIBRARY ADVERT
23) INGRAM, William. Poems, in the English and Scottish dialects.
Aberdeen. Printed for the Author by D. Chalmers and Co., 1812. First edition?
12mo in 6s. ix, [2], 7-126pp, [1], 7, [1]. With four terminal advertisement leaves 'A list of
new, popular and standard works, which are constantly kept on sale by A. Brown,
Bookseller, and F. Frost, Public Library, Aberdeen', the final page of which being an
advert for the '52,000 volumes' at the Aberdeen 'Public library', actually a subscription
library. Uncut in contemporary (original?) blue paper boards, neatly rebacked to style.
Rubbed, boards slightly marked. New FFEP. Internally crisp and fine
An uncut copy of the rare and apparently only work of William Ingram, a Scot of
whom little is known, with a fascinating terminal advertisement of a Scottish provincial
bookseller/subscription library.
COPAC locates only three copies (Aberdeen, Cambridge and NLS).
Jackson p. 361. Johnson 482.
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24) [IRELAND]. The true life of Betty Ireland. With Her Birth, Education, and Adventures.
Together with Some Account of her elder Sister Blanch of Britain. Containing, Sundry very
curious Particulars.
[Dublin]. London Printed: Dublin, Reprinted for Peter Wilson, 1753. First Irish edition.
8vo. 36pp, [4]. With half-title and two advertisement leaves. Recent blue paper wraps. Worn,
with slight surface marking and some discolouration, loss to wrap edges. Damp-staining to
half-title with ink inscription at head, short tear to margin of title, light dust-soiling and
foxing throughout.
An historical and political comparison of the nations of Ireland and Britain via the conceit of
two rival siblings, composed in response to a dispute over the rights of the Irish Parliament
in making use of surplus revenue funds without referral to England.
ESTC T51886.
£ 150

ENGLISH TOURISM IN BOULOGNE
25) KIDD, W[illiam]. Kidd's new guide to boulogne. Boulogne in all its glory; a
new pocket guide for the use of strangers and visitors: showing how to enjoy boulogne in
its various amusements, recreations & pleasures. Together with a description of the
environs of boulogne; a variety of useful infromation on the subject of passports, french
monies, &c.; and all things necessary to be known by strangers.
London. W. Kidd, [c.1835].
12mo. vi, [1], 8-36pp, [1], 8pp ads. With an engraved frontispiece and one engraved plate.
Original publisher's printed paper wraps. Dust-soiling and spots of foxing to extremities.
Internally clean and crisp.
Rare, with OCLC locating only three copies; BL, NAL, NLS.
£ 175

CAMBRIDGESHIRE PASSION
26) KNOWLES, Thomas. The passion; or, a descriptive and critical narrative of the
incidents, as they occurred, on each day of the week, in which Christ's Sufferings are
Commemorated: with reflexions calculated for religious improvement.
London. Printed for Lockyer Davis, in Holborn, Printer to the Royal Society, 1780. First edition.
12mo. [8], 213pp, [3]. Contemporary unlettered calf, gilt. Slightly rubbed and a little
marked to extremities, very short crack to joints at head of spine. A few gatherings
slightly protruding, slight marginal worming at front, else a crisp copy. Inked initials to
blank fly-leaf.
Thomas Knowles (1723-1802), Cambridgeshire religious writer and prebend of Ely
Cathedral. A study of the Passion of Christ, with narratives taken from biblical
accounts and added reflections for each day from Palm Sunday to Good Friday.
Rare, with ESTC locating only two copies; at BL and NLW.
£ 250
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27) LACE, T. G.. Ode on the present state of Europe.
Liverpool. Printed by M. Galway & Co., 1811. First edition.
Quarto. 28pp. Unbound. Blank FEP, title, and first leaf of text separated from
text block, leaves lightly toned.
An ecstatic verse poem both bemoaning and extolling the positions of the
European nations during the period of the Napoleonic Wars.
Rare, with COPAC locating only one copy held at Oxford and OCLC adding no
further copies.
Jackson p.350. Johnson 519.
£ 175

LIVERPOOL CHURCH SHIP
28) [LIVERPOOL]. First report of the Liverpool Mariners' Church Society, instituted 1826.
Liverpool. Printed by Thos. Kaye, 1826. First edition.
8vo in 4s. viii, 37pp. With an engraved folding frontispiece depicting the floor plan of the Mariners' Church. Disbound. Foxing to
blank rear endpapers.
An unrecorded report on the state of the Liverpool Mariner's Church Society, founded in 1826, who met within a converted sloop-ofwar moored at George's Dock. The society sought to promote Christian teachings and offer religious instruction to local seamen
within their 'Floating Chapel', that is until 1872 when the church ultimately sank at it's moorings. The report includes a plan of the
layout of the converted vessel; a register of annual subscribers; a list of charitable benefactors and the amounts pledged; and tables of
the accounts of the treasurer.
£ 150
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29) [LIVERPOOL ELECTION]. The poll for the election of members of parliament,
for the borough & corporation, of Liverpool taken between William Roscoe, Esq. MajorGeneral Isaac Gascoyne, and Banastre Tarleton. Begun and held in the Town Hall of the said
Borough, On Saturday the 1st and ended on Saturday the 8th Day of November, 1806, before
Henry Clay, Esq. Deputy Mayor; Wm. Rigg, and John Clarke, Esqrs. Bailiffs.
Liverpool. Printed by J. Gore, [1806]. First edition.
8vo. 54pp. Leaves rough-cut. Original publisher's stitched blue paper wraps. Extremities worn,
loss to lower portion of spine, tear to lower wrap, ink numeral in manuscript to upper wrap.
Leaves a trifle toned.
An alphabetical list of the freemen who polled at the election for members of parliament in the
Liverpool election of 1806; complete with the state of each day's poll, with the numbers
achieved by each candidate; and a register of those who have held office in the borough since
the year 1660. The election saw victory for Whig William Roscoe with 1151 votes, despite his
being a late replacement candidate. Roscoe supported a moderate reform of Parliament, peace
and retrenchment, and notably held an avowed apposition to the slave trade.
Rare, with COPAC recording only one copy; Oxford. OCLC adds no further.
£ 200
30) LOPES DE LIMA, Jose Joaquim. Jornal de Viagem de Goa para lisboa por Bombaim, Suez, Alexandria e Malta em 1842...
Lisboa, [i.e. Lisbon]. Na impressao de Galhardo e Irmaos, 1843. First edition.
12mo. [4], 71pp. Contemporary (original?) tan paper wraps. Minor rubbing and some soiling to extremities. Internally clean and crisp.
The journal of Jose Joaquim de Lima (c.1797-1852), colonial administrator and governor of Portuguese India. In addition to a
succinct relation of his travels in Egypt, Morocco, and Malta, the work is primarily devoted to an account of life under British rule in
Bombay following his expulsion from Goa.
£ 150
31) [METHODISM]. The methodist. A poem.
Liverpool. Printed at the Caxton Press, by Henry Fisher, 1820. First edition.
8vo in 4s. 26pp. Recent paper boards. Very minor wear to extremities. Leaves a trifle browned.
Scarce, with COPAC and OCLC recording eight copies worldwide, BL (2), Columbia, Crew, Drew, Duke, Manchester, and Princeton.
Jackson? Johnson?

£ 100

32) MOORE, John. A view of society and manners in Italy: with anecdotes relating to
some eminent characters.
Dublin. Printed by Pat. Wogan, 1797. Fifth edition.
8vo. In three volumes. xii, 251pp; xii, 247pp; ix, [1], 252pp. With half-title to each volume.
Handsomely bound in contemporary tree calf, contrasting morocco lettering-pieces. Slight rubbing
to extremities, some surface loss and worming to spines and joints, loss to lettering-piece of
volume III, lower joint of volume I cracked. Ink spot to single word of text on p.25 of volume I no loss of sense, substantial loss to blank fly leaf of volume II, slight loss to top margins of L3 and
L4 of volume III.	
  

	
  

First published in 1781 as a follow up to the immensely popular A View of Society and Manners in
France, Switzerland, and Germany (1779); this travelogue by physician John Moore (1729-1802)
relates the observations made during his journeying with the duke of Hamilton, including an
amusing visitation with the pope.
Not in ESTC.
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33) [MOORE, Thomas]. Tom Crib's memorial to congress. With a preface, notes, and appendix. By one of the fancy.
London. Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1819. First edition.
8vo. xxxi, 88pp. With half-title. Original publisher's tan paper boards, printed paper lettering-piece. Rubbed, joints cracked, some loss
to spine and lettering-piece. Bookplate of Percival F. Hinton to FEP, short ink line to p.24 just touching text.
A deliciously satirical work by Irish poet Thomas Moore (1779-1852) which parodies the Aix-la-Chapelle diplomatic conference,
between Britain and her then allies, through the guise of a boxing match. The political pugilistic plea begins with a lengthy prefaratory
address burdened with pseudo scholarship, with the poem itself being laden with nonsense footnotes.
Jackson p.449.
£ 125

34) [MOORE, Thomas]. Memoirs of Captain Rock, the celebrated Irish chieftain, with some Account of his Ancestors. Written by
himself.
London. Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, 1824. First edition.
8vo. xiv, 376pp. Handsomely bound by Root & Son in later green half-morocco, green cloth boards, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece, gilt. Slight rubbing, spine sunned. Overall internally clean and crisp but for the odd spot of foxing.
Inspired by a journey to Ireland with Lord Lansdowne, Memoirs of Captain Rock is a fierce indictment of the misgovernment of the
nation under English rule. Moore, through the titular southern counties protest leader Rock, employs humour to engender pathos for
his argument that oppression and misrule had caused great distress amidst the Irish populace and begat continued violence,
particularly within agrarian communities. The work achieved immense popularity and established Moore as a leading Irish patriot.
£ 200

35) NEELE, Henry. Odes, and other poems.
London. Printed for Sherwood, Neely, and Jones. 1817.
8vo. xvi, 144pp. Near contemporary half-calf over marbled paper boards,
gilt. Slightly rubbed to extremities, short tear to upper joint. Marbled
endpapers. With bookplate of Percival Hinton to FEP.
The first work of Henry Neele (1798-1828), English solicitor and writer.
Published whilst he was in training, it is arranged in three separate
sections; 'Odes', 'Sonnets' and 'Poems' and secured for Neele a second
edition (London, 1821) and a relatively successful literary career as poet,
critic and abortive editor of Shakespeare's works. It seems to have
appeared with titles dated 1816 and 1817, despite a common preface dated
1817.
COPAC and OCLC locate only three copies in the UK (BL, Cambridge,
Edinburgh) and just four further elsewhere (LOC, Ohio, Princeton and
UNC).
Not in Jackson.
£ 250
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36) O'KEEFFE, John. The world in a village; a comedy in five acts...
Dublin. Printed by N. Kelly, 1794.
94pp.
[Bound with;] HOLMAN, Joseph George. What a blunder! A comic opera, in three acts... Dublin, Printed by Thomas Burnside for P.
Wogan et al., 1800. 68pp.
[And;] FARQUHAR, George. The Inconstant. A comedy... Dublin, Printed by Smith and Son, 1804. vii, [4], 12-82pp, [2].
[And;] PILON, F[rederick]. The deaf lover. A farce, in two acts... Dublin, Printed for G. Folingsby, 1802. 26pp.
[And;] KOTZEBUE, Augustus Von. The Stranger: A drama, in five acts... Dublin, Printed by Brett Smith, 1805. [8], 64pp.
[And;] [TOWNLEY, James]. High life below stairs. A farce. In two acts... Dublin, Printed for Thomas Wilkinson, [1759]. 36pp.
[And;] Know your own Mind: a comedy... Dublin, Printed by H. Chamberlaine, 1788. [8], 85pp, [3]. With a half-title.
12mo. Contemporary calf, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed with surface loss to spine, joints cracked. Hinges
cracked, foxed throughout, small hole to leaf A5 of fifth work - not touching text, shaving to B5 and C4 of sixth work - loss of
several characters, but without loss of sense.
A sammelband of seven Dublin imprints of popular late eighteenth- early nineteenth-century plays.
ESTC I. T52813, II. N25566, VI. T193845, VII. T29504.
£ 250

37) OULTON, [Walley Chamberlain]. The busy body: a
collection of periodical essays, Moral, Whimsical, Comic, and
Sentimental, by Mr. Oulton, author of several fugitive pieces.
Dublin. Printed by William Porter et al., 1789. First Dublin edition.
12mo. [6], 322pp. Contemporary calf, contrasting red morocco
lettering-piece. Extremities rubbed and soiled, joints cracked, surface
loss to spine. Foxed throughout, ink inscription to recto of FFEP,
'Wm. Pollock (?) 2 Augt. 1796'.
The collected satirical and humorous essays of Walley Chamberlain
Oulton (1783-1820), Irish playwright and theatre historian. The Busy
Body, a pamphlet published by Oulton three times a week in January
and February of 1787, was an attempt to establish himself as a
periodical essayist in the tradition of Addison and Steele. The 25 issues
did not garner the attention which Oulton hoped for and the run was
discontinued. Not until two years had passed were they collected for
publication in a London edition of 1789, with this Dublin printing
appearing soon after.

Rare, with ESTC locating only two copies of this Dublinn edition
worldwide: Chicago and Lancaster.
ESTC N26514.
£ 300
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PROROGUING PARLIAMENT BEFORE
AMERICAN PEACE
38) [PARLIAMENT]. By the King. A
proclamation...Given at Our Court at St. James's,
the Fourth Day of October.
London. Printed by Charles Eyre and William Strahan,
1782. First edition.
Folio. Single leaf broadside, with woodcut
armorial and initial letter. Uncut. Folded vertically
and horizontally, some spotting.
A proclamation of the further Royal prorogation
of parliament in October 1782, not least to give
the King's ministers further time to negotiate
'divers weighty and important Affairs' such as a
provisional British peace treaty with the American
states that would lead to the conclusion of the
American Revolutionary War.
Rare, with ESTC locating a single copy at the
National Archives.
ESTC N38506.
£ 250

39) [PITMAN, Isaac]. The phonographic star.
London. Fred Pitman, 1848. First edition.
12mo. 12 monthly parts, January to December for the year 1848. iv, 192pp.
Contemporary half-calf, marbled boards, gilt. Rubbed, joints starting. Internally
clean and crisp, ink inscription of 'Horatio Nelson Grimsly Jr. Benacre Street
Birmingham' to verso of FFEP, ink shorthand note to head of title.
Isaac Pitman (1813-1897), deviser of the popular system of shorthand writing
and developer of phonetic spelling. The Phonographic Star, issued monthly from
1846 to 1857, comprises a collection of periodicals on a wide variety of subjects
each presented in Pitman's Shorthand, designed for the use of those learning the
system and seeking to improve their ability in both the reading and writing of
the phonographic alphabet.
Rare, with COPAC recording only two copies; BL and Oxford.
£ 100
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STEALING BOOKS IN TAUNTON
40) [PRISONERS]. The calendar of the prisoners, At the
Taunton Lent Assizes, before Mr, Baron Williams and Mr. Justice
Bosanquet. 1834. F. Popham. Esquire. Sheriff.
Taunton. T. Trood, Printer, [1834].
Folio. Single leaf broadside. With vertical and horizontal folds, a little
dog-earing. Ink identification to verso, some marginal browning.
A rare survival of the list of prisoners appearing before the 1834
Taunton Lent assizes, featuring 190 defendants accused of crimes
ranging from 'John Matthews, wilful murder of Abraham Vincent' to
'George Hand, setting fire to 2 hay mows'. The assizes, as often with
provincial courts, was largely concerned with theft and burglary, and
this calendar features as nos. 38 and 90 respectively 'Thomas Young,
stealing books' and 'Edward Hently, stealing two books'.
Unrecorded in the usual databases.
£ 125

SLAVE TRADE SAILOR
41) ROBERTS, Owen. The Voyages and Travels of Owen Roberts,
Mariner, a native of Anglesea, North Wales, now residing at No. 24
Chapel-street, Liverpool, Who has been upwards of Forty voyages to
sea, Sixteen of which have been to the Coast of Africa. Written by
himself.
Liverpool. Printed by G. Wood, 1824. New edition, corrected.
12mo. 12pp. Stitched in recent coloured paper wraps. Leaves foxed
and toned throughout, contemporary ink inscription to foot of title.
A succinct autobiographical account of a seaman's voyages to the
coasts of Africa as part of the British slave trade and his numerous
encounters with French privateers. Though lacking in detail as to
Roberts' actual exploits, the work provides an extensive catalogue of
names of the trading vessels and those who captained. Given the
author's description of himself as having 'grown old, infirm, and quite
blind... I must have been born under an unlucky planet...to encounter
penury and want', coupled with the previous owner's inscription 'I
purchased this from Roberts an old & blind mendicant on the street
in Liverpool in Apr. 1825. AG', one may assume this brief tome was
published by the downtrodden individual with the aim of instilling
sympathy and raising funds to improve his lot.
£ 200
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ABOLITIONIST POET
42) RUSHTON, Edward. Poems.
London. Printed for T. Ostell...by J. McCreery, 1806. First edition.
12mo. [2], iv, 163pp. With half-title. Contemporary half calf, marbled boards, contrasting red
morocco lettering-piece, gilt. Rubbed, with substantial surface loss to boards and some loss to foot
of spine. Ink annotation to recto of FFEP, ink inscriptions to half-title, small ink spots to text on
p.66 and p.67 with no loss of sense, shaving to margins of B2 and B3 with slight loss to text.
Edward Rushton (1756-1814), sailor, slavery abolitionist and bookseller. Involved in the West
Indian slave trade from an early age, Rushton was converted towards abolitionism and the
foundation of a school for the blind in Liverpool by a dreadful experience aboard a ship on which a
large number of slaves contracted Opthalmia, which was passed on to Rushton after his attempts at
helping the victims. This volume includes several poems on related issues, such as 'Briton and
Negro Slave' and 'American Independency', the latter questioning how a society founded on
freedom can resolve itself to upholding the concept of slavery.
Jackson p. 300.
£ 275

43) SHAKESPEARE, William. The merchant
of venice: a comedy written by William
Shakspeare, Marked with the Variations in the
manager's book, at the Theatre-Royal in
Drury Lane.
London. Printed for C. Bathurst et al., 1783.
68pp. Without two terminal advertisement
leaves. With an engraved frontispiece.
[Bound with;] PHILPS, Amb[rose]. The
distrest mother. A Tragedy. London, Printed for
W. Lowndes, W. Nicoll, and S. Bladon, 1786.
55pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece.
[And;] MOORE, [Edward]. The gamester, a
tragedy of five acts. London, Printed for S.
Bladon, J. Bew, W. Lowndes, and W. Nicoll, 1789.
69pp, [1]. With an engraved frontispiece.
[And;] HOME, [John]. Douglas. A tragedy.
London, Printed for W. Lowndes, W. Nicoll, and S.
Bladon, 1789. 56pp. Without two terminal
advertisement leaves. With an engraved
frontispiece.
[And;] CONGREVE, [William]. The mourning bride. A tragedy. London, Printed for T. and W. Lowndes, S. Bladon, and W. Nicoll, 1783.
67pp, [1]. Without two terminal advertisement leaves. With an engraved frontispiece.
[And;] BICKERSTAFF, [Isaac]. The hypocrite. A comedy. Altered from C. Cibber. London, Printed for W. Lowndes...and J. Barker,
1786. 66pp, [6]. With an engraved frontispiece and three terminal advertisement leaves.
12mo. Contemporary calf backed marbled boards, contrasting red morocco lettering-piece. Extremities rubbed, joints starting. Leaves
lightly toned, sporadic spots of foxing.
ESTC N4573, N2300, N3367 (variant pagination?), N32597, T14324, N672.
£ 150
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44) SHAW, John. Woolton green: a domestic tale; with Other Miscellaneous Poems.
Liverpool. Printed by Perry and Metcalfe, 1825. First edition.
8vo. xii, [5], 12-192pp. Rough-cut leaves. With two engraved plates bound at front. Contemporary calf over blue paper boards,
lettering piece, gilt. Extremities somewhat rubbed, damp-staining to boards, corners bumped. Ink inscription to recto of FFEP,
occasional marginal dust-soiling.
A rather obscure collection of domestic and pastoral verse, dedicated without permission to politician George Canning, by a
Liverpudlian author who it would appear has faded into obscurity. The most intriguing of the works, entitled 'The Liverpool
Laureate', concerns the city environs and the local political situation of the day, set to the tune of 'Derry-Down'.
Rare, with COPAC recording only three copies; BL, Liverpool, and Oxford. OCLC adds Harvard, NYPL, Princeton, Western, and
UC Davis.
Not in Jackson. Johnson 816.
£ 175

45) [SHAW, Simeon]. History of the staffordshire potteries; and the rise and progress of the manufacture of pottery and porcelain; with
references to genuine specimens, and notices of eminent potters.
Hanley. Printed for the Author, by G. Jackson, 1829. First edition.
8vo. viii, 244pp. Uncut in contemporary paper boards, recently rebacked and reconered, lettered in gilt. Rubbed and soiled with
remnant of manuscript title label to upper board. Foxed throughout.
A chronicle by antiquary Simeon Shaw (1785-1859) on the industrial area of the Staffordshire Potteries comprising Tunstall,
Burslem, Hanley, Stoke, Fenton, and Longton. The work details the history of ceramic production in the region from its founding in
the early eighteenth century, with particular attention paid to the methods of production.
£ 100
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46) SHERER, Capt. Moyle. Dr. Lardner's Cabinet Library: Military Memoirs of Field Marshall the Duke of Wellington.
London. Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown & Green, 1830. First edition.
12mo. In two volumes.vii, [1], 295pp, [1]; viii, 390pp. Volume II dated 1832. With an engraved title to each volume. Contemporary
half-calf, marbled boards, gilt, marbled endpapers and edges. Extremities a trifle rubbed. Foxing and soiling to blank free endpapers
of both volumes, otherwise internally clean and crisp. With the initials 'M.J.S.' to blank fly – the author’s own copy.
Moyle Sherer (1789-1869), British army officer and writer of military history. As a member of the 34th Regiment of Foot Sherer saw
action in Portugal during the Peninsular War at the battles of Albuera, Arroyo des Molinos, and Vitoria. He was taken prisoner
following the Battle of Maya and removed to France where he spent the next two years. His Military Memoirs of Field Marshall the
Duke of Wellington presents a laudatory account of the Field Marshal's achievements; from his first appointment in the British army
serving in the Netherlands, through his Governorship in India, to the Peninsular campaign and the ending of the Napoleonic Wars
following the decisive victory of Waterloo.
£ 125

47) SOUTHWELL, Robert. St Peter's complaint, and other poems, by the Rev. Robert Southwell, Reprinted from the Edition of 1595,
with important Additions from an original MS. And a sketch of the author's life, By W. Jos. Walter.
London. Published by Keating, Brown and Co. et al., 1817.
12mo. [4], xxxii, [2], 127pp, [3]. With a preliminary note of the editor and a terminal advertisement leaf. Original publisher's blue
paper boards. Without spine, rubbed and soiled. Unidentified ink inscription to head of title, occasional foxing and spots of dustsoiling.
A collection of the verse of Jesuit martyr Saint Robert Southwell (1561-1595), published, with the addition of a life of the author,
from the original printing of John Wolfe (London, 1595) done from a series of papers uncovered following Southwell's execution on
charges of high treason due to his relationship to the Holy See and suspected connection to Catholic conspirators.
Not in Jackson.

£ 75

48) [STEVENS, John]. Verses on the sonship of christ, and the pre-existence of his human soul. Occasioned by a favour received from
the hand of a friend.
London. Printed by Whittingham and Rowland...and sold by Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, 1812. First edition.
8vo. 18pp. Later paper boards. Small paper flaw to B2, without loss of sense.
The rare first edition of Salem Chapel, Soho Particular Baptist minister John Stevens' theological verses, with extensive biblical
references printed to margins. COPAC and OCLC locate copies at BL and Duke only.
Not in Jackson.
£ 200
49) WELD, John. History of The Inquisition; from its origin, under Pope Innocent III. To the present time. Also, An interesting
account of the Private Practices of the Inquisitors; the forms of public trials, and modes of Torture.
Liverpool. Printed by F. B. Wright, 1814. First edition.
12mo. iv, 200pp. With an engraved frontispiece depicting a view of the dungeons. Disbound. Light damp-staining to margins
throughout, occasional spots of foxing, short tear to margin of R5, just touching text without loss of sense.
A succinct history of that most feared of Roman Catholic institutions, founded to combat heresy and silence threats towards the
Papal States, from establishment under Pope Innocent III in the twelfth century to the waning of power in the nineteenth. Reference
is made to a select few trials, most notably the rather unexpected 'order from the Inquisitors to arrest a horse, and bring him to the
holy office'. Detailed descriptions of various methods of torture most violent are provided with referral to specific cases.
COPAC records two only copies; Oxford and NLS. OCLC adds Sydney.
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LEITH WOMAN'S VERSE
50) YOUNG LADY. Eloise, and other poems on several occasions.
Leith. Printed for the Author, and sold by James Burnet, 1815. First edition.
8vo. xii, 181pp, [1]. With half-title. Contemporary half-calf over marbled boards.
Worn, with rubbing and loss to spine, boards and extremities, cracking to joints
(boards holding strong). Marbled endpapers with early Warwick bookseller's label.
A rare collection of poetry by an anonymous Leith 'young lady', attributed in this copy
(by Eric Quayle) to Mary Panton. Dedicated to Lady Anne Johnstone Hope, included
are 'Lines on reading the Life and Poems of H.K. White' and ten sonnets. Apart from
the Leith imprint, there is much to belie the Leith imprint: the list of subscribers is
surprisingly English in nature; and indeed, as the British Critic noted with
characteristic English pomp, 'the language is not alloyed with unintelligible
Scotticisms'.
COPAC locates copies at BL, Oxford, NLS and St. Andrews only, OCLC adds copies
at Kansas, Miami and Oakland.
Not in Jackson. Jackson, Romantic poetry by women p.387. Not in Johnson.
£ 500
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